KUMC partnering with Google Fiber

KU's Medical Center is playing a major role in Google Fiber's long-awaited arrival in Kansas City. As a content partner, the medical center is front-and-center at the Google Fiber Showcase as Google demonstrates a world of possibilities available through an ultra-fast fiber Internet connection offering data at speeds up to 100 times faster than conventional broadband Internet.
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CFA Institute partnership renewed

The CFA Institute and KU's School of Business have renewed an agreement that distinguishes the school as a CFA program partner. KU is among only 140 institutions globally, 58 in the Americas, to merit this distinction.
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Governor to give Chandler Lecture

Gov. Sam Brownback will present "Economic Growth and Kansas Tax Policy" for the KU School of Business 2012 Anderson Chandler Lecture at 7 p.m. Monday, Sept. 10, at the Lied Center.
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Journal's focus on minority women

A ground-breaking scholarly journal, Women, Gender, and Families of Color, will be edited by Professor Jennifer Hamer with the Department of American
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Gold for KU's Diamond Dixon
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CONNECT
Professor wins composition prize

Forrest Pierce, associate professor of music composition at KU, was recently announced as winner of the $12,000 Barlow Prize given by the Barlow Endowment for Music Composition at Brigham Young University.